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1. INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OF RESULTS 
The Dirichlet problem and Fatou’s theorem are central topics of 
investigation in harmonic analysis on bounded domains. The main point of 
this paper is to extend such properties of harmonic functions to harmonic 
maps whose image lies in a convex ball. This restriction is necessary since 
if the image of the harmonic map lies beyond a convex ball the results are 
not true in general. There are several new technical difficulties that we have 
overcome to extend the results mentioned above and which are explained 
later. For instance, to solve the Dirichlet problem in regular domains, we 
approximate the harmonic map in the Co sense by harmonic functions (see 
Lemma 3.1). 
B,(p) shall always denote the closed geodesic ball of radius r and center 
at p in a complete, C” Riemannian manifold N. We shall always assume 
that z < min { rc/2&, injectivity radius of N at p}, where IC 3 0 is an upper 
bound for the sectional curvatures of N. This allows us (and we shall 
always do so) to coordinatize B,(p) by means of geodesic normal coor- 
dinates centered at p. Q shall always (except in Section 5) denote a 
bounded domain contained in the interior of a complete, C” Riemannian 
manifold A4 (unless otherwise explicitly stated). Recall that Q is said to be 
regular for the Dirichlet problem with respect to the Laplace-Beltrami 
operator A if, for any 4 E Co (do, [w) (we assume &2 to be non-empty), 
there exists UE Co (0, [w) n Cs(Q, [w) which satisfies Au = 0 on Sz and 
u Id0 = @. (a denotes the closure of Sz in M.) Such domains include, for 
example, bounded Lipschitz domains [Ht-Wd] and the non-tangentially 
accessible domains introduced by Jerison and Kenig in [JnKg]. In 
Section 3 we prove 
THEOREM 3.2. Let Q be regular for the Dirichlet problem for A. For each -- 
4 E Co (%2, B,(p)), there exists a unique u E Co (9, B,(p)) n C”(sZ, B,(p)) 
which is a harmonic map on Q and which equals 4 on %2. 
More generally, we may consider a general open connected set Q in a 
complete Riemannian manifold M. We assume that for all x E Q, the Green 
function with pole at x exists. Then we can define the Martin boundary 
M(Q) of Sz and set fi = Q u M(Q). Then fi is complete and compact with 
respect o the Martin metric; furthermore, the boundary of fi is M(Q) and 
the topology induced by the Martin metric in Q agrees with its topology 
as a Riemannian manifold (see [Db, pp. 15-16 in Sect. 1 ] for more details). 
We then have 
THEOREM 3.3. Let d be regular for the Dirichlet problem for A. For each 
4 E C’(M(Q), B,(p)), there exists a unique u E C”(b, B,(p)) n ?(a, B,(p)) 
which is a harmonic map and equals I$ on M(Q). 
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Examples for which 6 is regular for the Dirichlet problem for d included 
the above-mentioned bounded domains as well as complete simply 
connected negatively curved manifolds [Ad; S; Ad%] and the interesting 
general complete manifolds studied by Ancona [AC]. 
Uniqueness in the above theorem was proved by Jager and Kaul 
(Theorem A in [JaK]). Using the direct method in the calculus of varia- 
tions, Hildebrandt, Kaul, and Widman have proved (Theorems 2 and 3 in 
[HKW2]) that, for each 4 E IV’,* (Q, B,(p)), there exists a harmonic map 
UE W’**(s2, B,(p)) such that U-4~ W$* (Q, B,(p)). In case %2 satisfies 
some smoothness conditions, they show further that if 4 is also continuous 
on 6, then so is the harmonic map u. (Indeed, we use this theorem in the 
proof of Theorem 3.3.) The work of Hildebrandt, Kaul, and Widman 
immediately raises the basic question of just how much regularity must be 
imposed on X? in order for the harmonic map they produce to be con- 
tinuous up to the boundary, when the same is true for the boundary values 
4. It is well known (see [LSW], for example) that the Wiener criterion is 
both necessary and sufficient for weak solutions of aj (a&x) a,u) = 0 to be 
continuous up to the boundary and assume the correct boundary values. In 
Theorems 3.4 and 3.6 we show that this is also the case for harmonic maps 
into convex balls. 
THEOREMS 3.4 AND 3.6. x0 is a regular point for the harmonic map 
systems with convex halls iff x0 satisfies the Wiener condition. 
A Wiener criterion for W’,‘(Q) harmonic maps into convex balls was 
established by Paulik [P] by very different methods. In Section 4 we 
studied with further details the harmonic maps constructed in Theorem 3.3 
on negatively curved manifolds. We prove 
THEOREMS 4.1 AND 4.7. Let M be a complete, simply connected Rieman- 
nian manifold whose sectional curvatures K, satisfy -b* < K, < - a2 < 0. 
Let S(m) be the sphere at infinity of M and let 4: S( GO) H B,(p) E C’, 
a E [IO, 11. Then the harmonic map 1.4, uI~(~, = @ satisfies the following 
decay estimates: 
(i) p(u(x), d(x)) < Cep’/26’ 
(ii) for any PE [0, l), IDu[~,a,pC~e-“~~‘, 
where r is the distance of x from some fixed point q E M, 6 > 0, and c depends 
only on the geometry (B,(p)), a, 6, 4, dimension...). Zf 4 E C’(S(oo), B,(p)) 
then the density energy e(u)(x) + 0 as x + S( 00 ). 
Finally, in Sections 5 and 6 we prove Fatou’s theorem for harmonic 
mappings into convex balls. Precisely, we show in Theorem 5.1 that if 
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u : 52 H B,(p) c N is a harmonic map where Sz is either (i) a complete, 
simply connected Riemannian manifold whose sectional curvatures K, 
satisfy - b2 < K, < -a2 or (ii) a bounded Lipschitz domain contained in 
the interior of a complete Riemannian manifold (A4, g), where g is of class 
C’, then u has the Fatou property; i.e., for almost every QE &? (with 
respect to the natural measure on 8Q) lim,Y _ p U(X) exists whenever x -+ Q 
non-tangentially. 
Theorem 5.1 is a rather delicate result. The main point is that one cannot 
use the well known procedure to show this famous theorem for harmonic 
functions due, for example, to the fact that the inequality between the non- 
tangential maximal function and the HardyyLittlewood maximal function 
associated to u is not available, due mainly to the non-linear structure. 
Instead, our method can be briefly described as follows. We first show that 
the harmonic map has limits in a weak sense (this is made precise in 
Sections 5 and 6), and then we use a variant of the maximum principle of 
Lemma 3.1 (which was used to show Theorems 3.2 and 3.3) to conclude 
that indeed non-tangential limits exist almost everywhere with respect to 
harmonic measure. 
To our knowledge this is the first theorem in which the Fatou property 
is shown to hold for solutions of a non-linear elliptic system. We finally 
observe that a consequence of the solvability of the Dirichlet problem for 
L” data and the Fatou theorem is the following. 
THEOREM. Let Q denote either a complete, simply connected Riemannian 
manifold whose sectional curvatures K, satisfy - b2 < KG < -a2 or a 
bounded Lipschitz domain contained in the interior of a complete 
Riemannian manifold M. Then there is a one-to-one correspondence 
between 4~52”(&2, B,(p)) and harmonic maps UE C”(sZ, B,(p)) so that 
lim x-Q ub)=#(Q), Q a.e. with respect to harmonic measure and x -+ Q 
non-tangentially. 
2. PRELIMINARIES AND NOTATION 
We shall be very brief in this section. For more details, see [EL], but 
beware: the Laplace-Beltrami operator A used in [EL] has the opposite 
sign of that used in this paper! 
Given f E C’(M, N), the energy density e(f) off is defined by 
(2.1) 
where x = (x’, . . . . xm), y = (y’, . . . . y”) are local coordinates on A4 and N, 
respectively; f”(x) = y”(f(x)); g,dx’ dxj and h,, dy” dy” define the Rieman- 
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nian metrics on M and N, respectively; and the matrix (8”) is the inverse 
of (gjj). The energy E(f) off is defined by E(f) =J,,, e(f) du, where du is 
the volume element of M. The map UE C’(M, N) is defined to be harmonic 
if it is a critical point of the functional E: C’(M, N) -+ R! with respect to 
compactly supported variations. A straightforward calculation shows that 
the Euler-Lagrange system of equations that have to be satisfied by a 
harmonic map u are 
(Au”)(x)+g”(x)r;~(u(x))~~=o for all c( = 1, 2, . . . . n, (2.2) 
where A is the Laplace-Beltrami operator on M and f&, are the Christoffel 
symbols of the metric on N. 
We shall need a more invariant formulation of these equations: let 
{e,, . . . . em)], {5,, . . . . t,} be local orthonormal frames for the tangent 
bundles of neighborhoods of q E M and u(q) E N, respectively. Then 
Du = u,;& 0 8;~ T(u*( TN) 0 T*M), where u,(e,) = uliiJ, and { 0,) . . . . Q,} 
is the orthonormal coframe dual to {e,, . . . . e,}. Let D2u = uz,t,O 8,8, 
denote the covariant differential of Du as a section of u*( TN) 0 T*M. It is 
not hard to check that, in terms of local coordinates, 
D2u = g&r;(x)$+r;7(U(X))$gJ (2.3) 
where rs are the Christoffel symbols of the metric on M. Therefore, u is a 
harmonic map if and only if Trace,(D’u) = 0, that is, if and only if uXii = 0, 
for all ci. 
Finally we fix the following notation: p( ., .) and r( ., .) shall always 
denote geodesic distance in B,(p) and M (the domain), respectively. Since 
we are using geodesic normal coordinates on B,(p) centered at p, we shall 
often write 1. I instead of p( ., p), where 1.1 is the usual Euclidean norm on 
IV. Moreover, we shall have occasion to regard f : M -+ B,(p) both as a 
map into the curved manifold B,(p) and as an lR”-valued function. In such 
a situation we shall reserve Df to denote the section fXir,@ 8, of 
f*( TB,(p))@ T* M and we shall use df to denote the P-valued l-form 
(4f ‘, ..., dp). Thus, for example, 
whereas 
Idf12=g”(x)z”. 
axlad 
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Of course, by standard comparison theorems, there exists a constant ch > 0, 
which depends only on n, t, K, and p equal the minimum sectional 
curvature of B,(p), such that 
Ch Iv~*~h,~uv~(CJ~ Iul2 for all v = (ol, . . . . II”) E R”, (2.4) 
and therefore, 
Equation (2.4) also implies that, for y, j E B,(p), 
3. THE DIRICHLET PROBLEM IN REGULAR DOMAINS AND 
WIENER CRITERION FOR HARMONIC MAPS 
All of the main results in this paper rely on the following key lemma. 
LEMMA 3.1. Given 4~ C’(X2, B,(p)), let UE C”(d, B,(p)) n C”(Q, 
B,(p)) be a harmonic map on Q which is equal to 4 on 22. (See the 
Introduction for the definition of B,(p).) With respect to geodesic normal 
coordinates centered at p, 4 may also be viewed as being KY’-valued. Let 
h: D + [w” be the harmonic extension of 4, i.e., h = (h’, . . . . h”), where ha is a 
harmonic function for each CI and h I riR = @. (Of course, we assume that Q 
is regular for A.) Let v: 0 + l% be the harmonic extension of $ I q5 I2 = 
4 C:= 1 (d’)*. 7% en, there exists a constant C, > 0, depending only on the 
geometry of B,(p) (see Remark (i) below for precise meaning of this) such 
that 
MU(X), h(X))12 d C,(U(X) - $ I h(x))*) for all x E 6. (3.1) 
Remarks. (i) We say that a constant depends on the geometry of B,(p) 
if it depends on any of n, r, K, p equal the minimum sectional curvature of 
B,(p), and the Christoffel symbols for the geodesic normal coordinates 
centered at p. 
(ii) The dependence of CI on the Christoffel symbols for the geodesic 
normal coordinates centered at p is somewhat unpleasant as these quan- 
tities are not curvature controlled; one needs C’ curvature bounds to 
control the Lipschitz norm of a metric in geodesic normal coordinates. 
However, if one wishes to compare harmonic maps to scalar functions (as 
we wish to do) this seems to be unavoidable. 
Proof of Lemma 3.1. First observe that by the maximum principle 
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applied to lh12, sup,,, I &)I 6 supxc JR I&x)1. Thus h(o)c B,(p). We 
next introduce a function rj which was inspired by the function 8 employed 
by Jager and Kaul in their proof of the uniqueness of the solution of the 
Dirichlet problem for harmonic maps into a convex ball (Theorem A in - - 
CJIKI). Let A: B,(P) x B,(P) -+ KQ be defined by 4~,, 14 = WY,, y2)), 
where 
if K>O 
if K =O. 
We define 
$(x1 = 44x), h(x)) til(X) _ 
%/%4x)dJ)) $2(x)' 
(3.2) 
We shall be proving the lemma by applying the maximum principle 
to ~+-C,(u-~Ihl~), where C, is chosen large enough to make 
(I+-C,(u-4 IhI’)) subh armonic. Using the chain rule, we compute 
@I = (DdA)((u,(eA h*(ei)h (kJe,), h*(ei))) 
+ (dA)(uczii5*3 hfViiilph (3.3) 
where {<r, . . . . t,> and {ylr , . . . . q,> are local orthonormal frames for the 
tangent bundles of neighborhoods of u(x) and h(x), respectively. Let 
Vi= (u,(e,), h,(e,)) and apply Lemma 3 in [JlK] to obtain 
Now u is a harmonic map and, therefore, uEii = 0 for each CI. Moreover, 
since h is a harmonic (IV-valued) function, it follows from (2.3) that 
I &iv, I 6 C, I dh I23 (3.5) 
where C, is a constant depending only on n and the Christoffel symbols for 
the geodesic normal coordinates on B,(p) centered at p. Using (3.4) and 
(3.5) in (3.3) gives 
~~,~~ld~,l’-K~~(l~~12+l~h12)-Cnldh12, (3.6) 
1 
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where C, depends on C,, K, and t. A similar analysis on I,+*(X) = 
1 - K~(u(x), p) yields 
A$,< -~rl/z IDu12. (3.7) 
Taking (3.6) and (3.7) into account in 
we obtain, on applying the CauchyySchwarz inequality: 
A+ IDhI’-C, ldhj2. 
2 
(3.8) 
Now 1,4~ > cos(r &) > 0 and 
I 
2 - if K>O 
*1< 
K 
2T2 if K = 0. 
In any case, by taking (2.5) also into account, we infer that there exists a 
constant CZ, depending only on C3, n, r, K, and p, such that (3.8) implies 
that A$2 - C2 1 dh 1’. Therefore, 
A{I&C,(U-~I~~~)}>O. (3.9) 
But tj - CZ(u - 4 1 h I’) = 0 on dQ and so, by the maximum principle, 
ij < C2(u - $ I h 1’) on a. Finally, we observe that (l/lc)( 1 - cos & t) > 
(2/x2) t2 for t E [0, rc/&]. The claim in the lemma now follows with 
Cl = $x2. 
Remark. Lemma 3.1 is still valid if, instead of assuming that u is 
continuous on W and that 4 is continuous on aQ2, we assume that u and 
4 both belong to W1,2 (a, B,(p)) and that u - 4 E Wk’(Q, B,(p)); in this 
case h is the solution of the problem Ah =0 in Q, h-4~ Wk2(52, B,(p)), 
and u is the solution of Au = 0 in 52, u - $ I h I2 E Wk’(Q, B,(p)). The only 
way in which the proof in this case differs from the one given for 
Lemma 3.1 is that one appeals to Stampacchia’s maximum priniple 
(Theorem 2.1 in [St]) instead of to Hopf’s maximum principle. 
We are now ready to prove 
THEOREM 3.2. Let Q be regular for the Dirichlet problem for A. For each 
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-- 
q3 E Co (82, B,(p)), there exists a unique u E C”(O, B,(p)) n ?(a, B,(p)) 
which is a harmonic map on 52 and which equals 4 on 32. (See the Zntroduc- 
tion for the definitions of B,(p) and the regularity of Sz.) 
Proof: As noted in the Introduction, uniqueness was proved in [JaK]. 
Therefore, we only prove the existence. 
Let PiliE N be an exhaustion of Q by smooth domains. Let ui be the 
harmonic map from Q, to B,(p) whose boundary values are equal to 
d,j=hl?n,, where h is the harmonic [W”-valued extension of 4. (ui exists by 
Theorem 1 in [HKW2].) The a priori estimates of Giaquinta and 
Hildebrandt (Theorem 4 in [GH]; see also Corollary 2.4 in [SC]) and 
standard linear theory imply that, for j > fixed JE N and some CI E (0, 1 ), 
I u, I c2.ya) is bounded by a constant depending only on the geometry of Q,, 
52, and B,(p). By a diagonal sequence argument and an application of the 
Ascoli-Arzela theorem on equicontinuity, we then conclude that there 
exists a subsequence of {u,}, still denoted by { ui}, and a harmonic map 
U: Q + B,(p) such that, on each fixed Q,, uj converges to u in C*(Q,). 
It remains to show that u is continuous on 0 and that u 1 po = 0. We do 
this as follows: let u be the harmonic function extension of f 14 1’ to Q. 
Since & I h ) * is subharmonic, with boundary values i I 4 1 2, we conclude that 
u > $ I h / *. It follows from Lemma 3.1 that 
Hence 
P(u,(x), h(x))* 6 C,(G) - ; ! &-42), XEQj. 
~44~). hW2 d C,(u(x) - $ I Nx)12), XEQ. 
The theorem now follows from the facts that h and u are continuous on 0 
and that ol,,=$ lh12j,Q. 
We now introduce a more general class of domains. Suppose that Q is 
an open connected set in a C” complete Riemannian manifold. Assume 
that 52 is a Greenian domain, that is, the Green function with pole at x E 52, 
G( l , x), exists for all x E Q. We fix an origin 0 E G and for x, y E Sz we let 
h,.(x) = h(y> xl = WY, x)lGb, 0) 
denote the normalized Green’s function at 0 with pole at y. Let {y,} be a 
sequence in 0 having no limit points in 52. The corresponding sequence 
{h,} of harmonic functions is uniformly bounded on compact sets by the 
Harnack inequality. The sequence { yi} is called fundamental if {h,“,} 
converges to a harmonic function h, on Q. By Harnack’s principle, any 
sequence {y,} having no limit points in 52 has a fundamental subsequence. 
Two fundamental sequences are equivalent if the associated limit harmonic 
functions are equal. An element of the Martin boundary M(Q) is the 
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equivalence class of fundamental sequences. If [Y] E M(Q), then h,,(x) = 
limi, co h,(x), where {Y,> is a fundamental sequence associated to [Y]; 
thus points [Y] E M(Q) correspond uniquely to certain positive harmonic 
functions h y on Q. Let fi = Q u M(Q); then a metric topology on si is 
given by 
Ply, Y’)= sup IA.(x)-hAx)I, 
XE h(O) 
where B,(O) c Sz, Y, Y’ E 8. Then it is known (see Doob [Db J) that fi is 
complete and compact with respect to the topology given by p; further- 
more, the boundary of fi is M(0) and the p-topology of Q agrees with its 
topology as a Riemannian manifold. 
Using exactly the same proof of Theorem 3.2 we can now show the 
following. 
THEOREM 3.3. Suppose fi is a regular domain, that is, every point of the 
Martin boundary is a regular point for the Dirichlet problem for the 
Laplace-Beltrami operator A. For each 4 E C’(M(Q), i?,(p)) there exists a 
unique u E C’(fi, B,(p)) n Cm(Q, B,(p)) which is a harmonic map on Q and 
which equals I$ on M(Q). 
For examples for which h is a regular domain for the Dirichlet problem 
we refer to the Introduction. 
We now proceed to prove that the Wiener criterion holds for harmonic 
maps into convex balls. For the convenience of the reader, we recall the 
notion of capacity and the Wiener criterion. 
Capacity. Let R be a compact Riemannian manifold with smooth non- 
empty boundary. We shall let C’(R) denote the space of those functions f 
for which df exists on the interior of R and extends continuously to all of 
R. CA(R) will denote those functions which lie in C’(R) and which vanish 
on aR. 
Let K be a compact subset of R such that aKn dR = 0. The capacity of 
K relative to R will be denoted by cap(K) and is defined by cap(K) = 
inf{~,,,IdfI*dvIf~C~(R),f=l on K}. 
Wiener Condition. Let Q be a bounded domain which is contained in 
the interior of a complete, Riemannian manifold M. Given a point x0 E XJ, 
let X(o) = a*-” cap {XE B,(x,) I x$Q}; the capacity is measured with 
respect to some fixed smooth compact subset R of M which contains 
B,(x,) in its interior. x0 is said to satisfy the Wiener condition if CE, A’(&) 
diverges for some 0 E (0, 1). (We shall assume here that n 2 3 and if n = 2 
we make the well known changes). 
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THEOREM (Wiener criterion). x0 is regular for the Laplace-Beltrami 
operator A if and only if x0 satisfies the Wiener condition. 
In [Wn], Wiener proved the above theorem only for the Euclidean 
Laplace operator. Various authors (see, for example, the Introduction and 
Theorem and Corollary 9.1 in [LSW]) later showed that a boundary point 
is regular for certain elliptic operators (which included the Laplace- 
Beltrami operator) if and only if it is regular for the Euclidean Laplace 
operator. Of course, this means that the Wiener criterion holds for the 
elliptic operators that these authors studied. 
-- 
THEOREM 3.4. Given 4 E W’,2(0, B,(p)) n C”(Q, B,(p)), let u E 
W’,‘(Q, B,(p)) be the harmonic map such that U-#E WA,‘(sZ, B,(p)). 
(u exists by Theorems 2 and 3 in [H-KW2].) If the Wiener condition is 
sati?fied at x0 E ZJQ, then lim, _ -‘” U(X) = d(x,). 
ProoJ Let h be the harmonic, R”-valued function with boundary values 
equal to 4 in the W’,2 sense (i.e., h-#E Wk2(Q)). By Stampacchia’s 
maximum principle, SUP,,~ 1 h(x)l’ ,< supxe;io 1 #(x)1’< r*. Therefore, 
I h I2 E W1%2(Q) and we can solve Au = 0 in Q, u - $ I h I 2 E Wi2(Q). But x0 
is a regular point for harmonic functions (by the Wiener criterion) and, 
therefore. 
lim h(x) = 4(x0) 
“Y7;;” 
and lim u(x) = $ I h(x0)j2 = i I d(xo)12. 
x - xg 
.x E R 
On the other hand, from the remark after the proof of Lemma 3.1, we have 
Mu(x), KM2 d C,(G) - 4 I N-d*) 
for all x E Q. Hence, 
lim u(x) = &x0). 
li - xg x t R 
In order to prove a converse to Theorem 3.3 we first need to prove the 
following. 
LEMMA 3.5. Giuen geodesic normal coordinates y = (y,, y’) = (y, , . . . . y,) 
on B,(p) which are centered at p, there exists e > 0 so that we may find a 
weakly convex function f: B,(p) + R with the property that f lY = 0 and 
fl B,(pj,y > 0, where y is the geodesic segment exp,{ (y,, O)l I y, ( <E}. 
Proof: Let r& be the Christoffel symbols of the coordinates in the 
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lemma. Since exp,((y,, 0) / 1 y, I <r} is a geodesic, we have T’;,(y,, 0)=0 
for all c(. Therefore, there exists a constant A such that 
I r;, (Yl 6 A I Y’ I and I r;, I < A (3.10) 
for all IX, /I, y and for all y E B,(O) = Euclidean ball of radius r centered at 
the origin, and where I y’ I2 = Et=, (y,)‘. 
Let g(y)= 1 y’j2 (8s2+ (v,)‘). We claim that for E small enough, 
f=goexp;‘I B,(Pj satisfies the condition of the lemma. In order to prove 
this, we have to show that the matrix (gmcc - P& g,)) is non-negative on 
B,(O), where gas = a2g/@,dyg and g, = ag/@,. 
So let v = (vi, v’) be any vector in R”. An easy calculation using (3.10) 
and the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality shows that 
(g~~-~~:pg,)u,vpZ2(8~2+(y,)2)Iv’12+2 I Y’I~(v,)~ 
+8Y,~,(Y’, v’)-A I Y’I &ml(h)2 
-A&IVgl(2Jn-11 v,Ilv’I+(n-1)1~‘1~), (3.11) 
where lVgl’=C;=, (g,)’ and (y’, u’)=~:=~~~v~. Using lVg/ <20s2( y’( 
and Cauchy’s and Schwarz’s inequalities again in (3.11) yields 
ka-Cpgy) uctufl 
>/(v,)~ ( y’I’(l -2OA,/;;r(~+&-i)) 
+Iv’~‘~~(2-20A&&%(l+j;l-l~)). 
The lemma is proved by taking 0 < E < min { 1/60A ,/‘z, l/m, r}. 
We can now prove 
-- 
THEOREM 3.6. Given q5 E W’,‘(Q, B,(p)) n C’(sZ, B,(p)), let u( E 
W’~2(Q, B,(p)) be the harmonic map such that us -4 E W$‘(Q, B,(p)). 
(u exists by Theorems 2 and 3 in [HKW2].) Suppose that x0 E 852 has the 
property that 
lim u,(x) = &x0) 
5 - xg xeR 
for all such qb. Then x0 satisfies the Wiener condition. 
COROLLARY (to Theorems 3.4 and 3.6). The Wiener criterion holds for 
harmonic maps into strictly convex balls. 
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Proof of Theorem 3.6. We shall be using the notation of Lemma 3.4. 
Given q5 E W’,2(i2, IR) n C”(D)), let $: 52 -+ B,:(p) be defined by 
where Id lo = sup I d(x)l. 
.\ t ST 
Let U: Q+ B,,(p) be the harmonic map such that U-$E Wk2(Q, B,(p)). 
By the maximum principle applied to f 0 U, which is subharmonic, we con- 
clude that u(0) c y. Thus we may set h(x) = (2 14 IO/s) y, (u(x)). Clearly, h 
is the harmonic function such that h -4~ W~~2(Q, [w). Moreover, by 
hypothesis on U, 
lim h(x) = 4(x0). 
.r + .Y(l x t s2 
Since this is true for all such 4, x0 is regular for the variational Dirichlet 
problem for the Laplace-Beltrami operator A on Q. By Lemma 3.1 and 
Theorem (and Corollary) 9.1 in [LSW], and Wiener’s criterion, we then 
have that x0 satisfies the Wiener condition. 
4. THE DIRICHLET PROBLEM ON COMPLETE, 
NEGATIVELY CURVED MANIFOLDS 
Throughout this section, A4 shall denote a complete, simply connected 
Riemannian manifold of dimension rrr, whose sectional curvature K, 
satisfies - h2 < K, < -a2 < 0. We first recall some facts about these 
manifolds; we refer to the work [AdSc] of Anderson and Schoen for more 
details. 
The sphere at infinity S( co ) of such a manifold M is defined to be the set 
of asymptotic classes of geodesic rays in M; two rays y, and y2 are 
asymptotic if dist(y,( t), y2(t)) is bounded for t 3 0. The cone topology on 
A = Mu S( co) is defined as follows: let q be a fixed point in M and let y 
be a geodesic ray passing through q with tangent vector u at q. The cone 
C,(y,e) of angle 0 about y is defined by C&y, e) = {x E M( angle between u 
and tangent vector at q of geodesic joining q to x is less than (3). 
Let T,(y, 0, R) = C&y, 8)\B,(q) denote a truncated cone; then the 
domains T&y, 8, R) together with the open geodesic balls B6(x), x E M, 
form a local basis for the cone topology. Let i : [0, l] -+ [0, co] be a 
fixed homeomorphism which is a diffeomorphism on [O, 1). The map 
E,: B,(O) c T,M -+ M given by E&u) = exp,(i( I u I) II) is a diffeomorphism 
of the open unit ball B,(O) in T,M onto M; moreover E, extends to a 
homeomorphism of the sphere S, = as,(O) onto S(co). 
We often identify (by means of EC) li;i, A4, and S(c0) with B,(O), B,(O), 
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and S1, respectively. For example, when we refer to a function 4 defined on 
S(co) as being C*, a E (0, 11, we mean this with respect to the standard 
smooth structure on S,. Moreover, by the radial extension of 4 to ii? 
(which we still denote by 4) we mean @ 0 Ei ‘, where @ is the radial exten- 
sion of @n Erls, to B,(O). In the case that 4 is non-constant on S(a), we 
remove the singularity at q of the radial extension by multiplying it with a 
smooth function which is zero on a neighborhood U of q and identically 
equal to one outside a compact set which contains U in its interior. This 
smoothed out radial extension of 4 is still denoted by 4. 
We shall also need to use the following average of 4, denoted by Y(d), 
that was introduced in Section 3 of [AdSc] : 
where x: R -+ R is a C2 approximation of the characteristic function of 
[0, l] with support xc [ -2, 21, r = dist(x, z), and dv, stands for the 
element of volume on M as a function of z. Straightforward computations 
(as in Sect. 3 of [AdSc] ) then give 
sup Ill 6 sup I4(Q)I (4.1) 
I ati) -4(x)1 -+ 0, I QY4)(x)l + 0, ID dy(d)(x)l --t 0 (4.1’) 
as x-S(co), where ~ECO(S(~I)). 
If 4~ CX(S(oo)), LYE (0, 11, then one can easily obtain the improved 
decay rates, 
I dY(4)(x)I 6 C5e -w“r, 
(4.1”) 
where r = dist(x, q) and C5 is a constant depending only on m, a, h, the 
choice of x, and the Holder norm of $ as a function on Sr. 
One of the main theorems in this section is 
THEOREM 4.1. Let M be a complete, simply connected Riemannian 
manifold whose sectional curvatures K, satisfy -b* < K, < -a* < 0 and let 
B,(p) be as defined in the Introduction. Given #E C’(S(co), B,(p)), 
c1 E (0, 11, there exists a unique harmonic map u: M -+ B,(p) which extends 
continuously to ii4 u S( 00) in such a way that u I S(m) = 0. Moreover, u 
satisfies the following decay estimates: 
(i) p(u(x), d(x)) < CgeK(1/2)6’ 
(ii) for any /?E [0, l), )Du(x)J~,fl< C,eC(1’2)6’, 
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where Y is the distance of x from some fixed point q E M, 6 > 0 is as in 
Lemma 4.3, C6 is as in Lemma 4.4, and C, is as in Lemma 4.5. The constants 
6, C6, and C, depend on everything (the geometry of B,(p), p, a, b, 4, . ..) 
except u itself. Note that in (i) above, 4 stands for the smoothed radial 
extension ?f 4 as mentioned above. 
We shall be proving Theorem 4.1 by means of degree theory, in the spirit 
of [HKWl 1. As usual, one needs to establish a priori estimates to apply 
the degree theory of Leray-Schauder. We shall carry this out in Lem- 
mas 4.24.5 below. The decay of the gradient of harmonic functions that is 
demonstrated in Lemmas 4.2 and 4.3 is, in our opinion, of independent 
interest, despite the elementary nature of the proofs. 
LEMMA 4.2. Let h be a function which is continuous on A4 v S( 00 ) and 
harmonic on M. Then, for any B E (0, 11, 
I dh(x)l c0.s -+ 0 as x-+S(co). (4.2) 
Proof We need to use the harmonic coordinates constructed by Jost 
and Karcher in [JK]. (See also [J], Thoerem 2.8.2.) These coordinates 
have the desirable property that the metric satisfies C’,B bounds, for any 
B E [0, 1 ), in terms of curvature bounds only. (Actually, for our purposes, we 
only need C o,p bounds on the metric in terms of curvature bounds. It is 
also worth pointing out that, to get derivative, or even Holder, bounds on 
the metric in normal coordinates, one has to assume bounds on the 
derivative of the curvature; this is not so bad on compact manifolds, but 
unpleasant on complete manifolds.) 
Let d=hls(,) and regard the equation d(h -Y(d))= --&Y(b) as an 
equation in divergence form for h - Y(d), treating dY(4) as known (which 
it is). On writing out this equation in terms of harmonic coordinates (as 
mentioned above) centered at x, we see that the lemma is an immediate 
consequence of Theorem 8.32 in [GIT], the bounds (4.1’) and the fact that 
I h(x) - Y(d)(x)1 + 0 as x -+ S( co). 
In the next lemma and its proof we shall be using the terminology and 
identifications mentioned at the beginning of this section, just before the 
statement of Theorem 4.1. 
LEMMA 4.3. Zf 4 E C”(S(oo), R), CI E (0, 1 J and h is the harmonic function 
extension of 4 to A4 then, for any 1-3 E [0, 1) 
I h(x) - 9(4)(x)( d C,e~‘1’2)Sr 
1 dh(x)( co.ti < C,e ~ (l/2)& 9 
(4.2’) 
(4.2”) 
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where 
if a< 1 oru= 1 andma 
any positive number strictly less than a if a= 1 andm=2 
and CS and C, depend only on a, b, m, SUP~(~, 10 I,j, 6, and C5 (C, is the 
constant in (4.1”)). 
Proof: Let f(x) = (h(x) - Y(d)(x)}‘- $Ci(cosh fir(x))-‘, where C8 is 
a positive constant which shall be chosen large enough below, so as to 
make f subharmonic. Equation (4.2’) then follows from the maximum 
principle applied to f, upon observing that f = 0 on S( cc ). 
Note that cash 6r is smooth everywhere, even at q. We compute 
d(cosh&)‘= -6(cosh6r))2 {(sinh&) Ar-G(cosh&-’ 
x (2 sinh’ 6r - cash’ 6r)J dr 1’). 
By the comparison theorem for Ar (see, for example, Proposition 2.15 in 
[GrWu]), we obtain 
- A(cosh Jr)-’ 2 G(cosh 6r)-’ tanh 6r{ (m - 1) a coth ar - 6 tanh Jr} 
>G(cosh&-’ {(m-l)a-a} tanhdrcothar. 
Since 6 6 a, (tanh 6r) (coth ar) is a non-decreasing function of r for r 2 0 
and, therefore, it achieves its minimum (which is equal to 6/a) at r = 0. 
Thus we conclude that 
-A(cosh 6r)-’ > c,(cosh 6r)-‘, where c =62a-‘((m-1)a-6}. 6 
(4.3) 
We now have 
(Af )(x) 2 -2 I h(x) - Y($)(x)1 I AY(d)(x)l + iCic,(cosh 6r)-‘. 
On taking (4.1”) into account, it is clear that f can be made subharmonic 
by choosing 6 as in the statement of the lemma and Cs large enough. 
We now use (4.2’) and (4.1”) in order to prove (4.2”) in exactly the same 
way that (4.2) of the previous lemma was proved. 
Remark. In Lemmas 4.2 and 4.3 we can obtain decay on higher 
derivatives of h if we assume global bounds on the derivatives of the 
curvature of M. We leave this for the reader to verify. 
LEMMA 4.4. Let u: A4 + B,(p) be a harmonic map which extends con- 
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tinuously to MuS(c0). Ifq4=uIs(m) belongs to C’, CI E (0, 11, then there 
exists a constant C6 which depends on everything, except u itself, such that 
p(u(x), 4(x)) < c6eC(“2’b’, where 6 is as in Lemma 4.3. (4.4) 
Proof Let h be the harmonic, R”-valued function which is equal to 4 
on S(m). h exists by the works of Anderson [Ad] and Sullivan [S]. (See 
also [AdSc], Sect. 3) Let $ be as in the proof of Lemma 3.1 and let 
f= $ - C,,(cosh 6r) -‘, Cl0 > 0. It is easy to check that f is subharmonic if 
C,, 2 C,Ci(cs))‘, where C2 is as in the proof of Lemma 3.1, Cy is as in 
(4.2”) and cd is as in (4.3). The maximum principle applied tof then gives 
the estimate 
p(u(x), h(x)) d 7t & ep(“2)6r, (4.5) 
where we have argued as in the last two lines of the proof of Lemma 3.1. 
The lemma now follows from the triangle inequality, (4.5) (4.2’) and 
(4.1 ‘I). 
LEMMA 4.5. Let u, 4, cq and 6 be as in Lemma 4.4. Assume further that 
e(u)(x) + 0 as x + S( co). Then there exists a constant C,, again depending 
on everything except u itself such that, for any /j’ E [0, l), 
I h(x)l c~.~f < C,e -(l/2)& (4.6) 
Proof: Let f=e(u)+C,,(Iu12-(h12)-C,2(cosh6r)-1, where l.12= 
[p( ., p)12 and Cr, and C,2 are positive constants which will be chosen 
below so as to make f subharmonic. 
By the Bochner formula for harmonic maps (Proposition (3.13) in 
[EL]) we have that 
de(u) > -4rc(e(u))2 - 2(m - 1) b2e(u). 
We now apply the a priori energy estimate proved in [C] and also in 
[GH, SC] to obtain 
de(u) > -C,,e(u), (4.7) 
where Cl3 depends only on m, n, b, rc, and T. 
From the Hessian Comparison Theorem A in [GrWu]) and explicit 
knowledge of (Dd ( I) on spaces of constant sectional curvature (see, for 
example, Proposition 2.2 in [GrWu]) we deduce that 
A Iu12a4cos(,/&(uI)e(u). (4.8) 
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From (4.7), (4.Q the identity A 1 h 1 2 = 2 ] dh 12, (4.2”), and (4.3) it is clear 
that f can be made subharmonic by first choosing Cl1 large enough and 
then choosing Cl2 suitably iarge. But e(tc) + 0 as x + S( co) (by hypothesis) 
and consequently f vanishes on s( GO). Hence, by the maximum principle, 
(4.5), (2.6), and the Schwarz and triangle inequalities, we have 
e(u) < Cl& ( 1’2? 
Finally, we write down the equation satisfied by u - h, namely 
(4 9 . 
and observe that the right-hand side of this equation decays like e 6r 
because of (4.9) and (2.5). (We are, of course, using the fact that the 
Christoffel symbols r;y are uniformiy bounded.) Moreover, 1 u-h 1 decays 
like e-t1/2)6r because of (4.5) and (2.6). Therefore, by Theorem 8.32 in 
[GlT], 1 d(u - h)l c~,~ decays like em- (1/2)6r, where, again, we are using har- 
monic coordinates centered at x E AL The lemma now follows on taking 
(4.2”) into account and observing that 1 Du 1 c~~~j is bounded by a constant 
times 1 du 1 chuff. 
The purpose of the next lemma is to show that Poisson’s equation may 
be solved in the Banach space that we shall be using for the application of 
degree theory. 
LEMMA 4.6. Given a continuous function f: M -+ R which satisfies 
1 f 1 < C15e -&ET) for some E > 0, there exists a unique functions 
v E C lyp(M, R) n CO(M u S( 00 ), R) which is a weak solution of Av = f on M, 
~I,(m)=O* (P is any number in [0, l).) Moreover, for any j? E [0, 1) 
- 6’r I&wsc,,e 7 (4.10) 
i 
& &f E<a 
s t = a if a<& and ma3 
a~y number strictly less than a if a<E and m=2 
and Cl6 depends on m, a, b, p, 8, and C15, 
Remarks. (i) The decay on f may be weakened to 1 f I < C17( 1 + r)-p 
for some p > I, We can then still uniquely solve Av =f, v I S(oo ) = 0. The 
decay of ZJ is then 1 u I =I,B < C18( 1 + r)l? The proof of this involves only 
minor modifications of the one we give. It is worthwhile pointing out that 
some decay has to be z’mposed oyt f: it is not hard to show that when M is 
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the hyperbolic space of constant negative sectional curvature, it is not 
possible to solve do=(l +v)-~‘, uI~(~)=O if O<p< 1. 
(ii) Proof qf Lemma4.6. We first note that the proof of (4.3) also 
gives 
-d(cosh d’r)-’ > c&(cosh d’r)- ‘, (4.11) 
where 
By Theorem 8.34 in [GlT], we can find a weak solution of Au, =f on 
B,(q), vR =0 on 8BR(q), which also lies in C’,” for any /3~ [0, 1). The 
bound onfand (4.11) imply that uR- C,5(C6,)-1 (cash 6’r) is subharmonic 
and that vR + C,,(C,,))’ (cash 6’r)p1 is superharmonic. Hence, by the 
maximum principle, we have 
111~1 <C,,(CB~)p’ (coshd’r)-’ for all R. (4.12) 
We now let R + co; the estimate of Theorem 8.32 in [GlT] and the 
Ascoli-Arzela theorem on equicontinuity imply that a subsequence of {uR} 
converges uniformly in C’ on compact subsets of M to a weak solution of 
Av=f; vIs(mj= 0. The maximum principle forces this solution to be unique. 
The solution satisfies (4.10) because of Theorem 8.32 in [GlT], the 
estimate (4.12), and the bound on f: (Once again, we use harmonic coor- 
dinates. )
We are finally ready to give the 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. We fix geodesic normal coordinates (y’, . . . . y”) 
on B,(p) centered at p, and by means of these coordinates, we identify 
B,(p) with B,(O), the closed Euclidean ball of radius t with center at the 
origin. Let h : Mu S( cc ) + IR” be the harmonic (KY-valued) function exten- 
sion of 4 to M. As noted earlier, h is known to exist [Ad; S]. We look for 
a harmonic map u of the form u + h. Thus v must satisfy the equations 
Au’ = -r;&(x)) g”(x) $ g, 4sc~,=o. 
The above equation immediately tells us that e(u) had better satisfy some 
decay properties on account of the remark after the statement of 
Lemma 4.6. So we let 
B= {fEC’(M, W)) suplfl +supe6”2 ldfl <cc}, 
M M 
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where S > 0 is as in Lemma 4.3. We define a norm 11 l 11 on B by 
II f II = sup 1 f 1 + sup e(1/2J6r 1 df’ 1. . 
M M 
It is clear that (B, 11 h 11) is’ a Banach space. 
Extend the geodesic normal coordinates on B,(p) toB 0 rip& P 
extend the Christoffel symbols rLV to all of R” as globally bounded 
continuous functions which are kqual to the Christoffel symbols of 
geodesic normal coordinates on B&p), where f = +(T + n/2&). Defir 
l-parameter family of operators @I : B + B as follows: given SE B, 
w: @ + Rn be the weak solution that is provided by Lemma 4.6 of 
equation 
and 
and 
the 
le a 
let 
the 
and set w = Q,(f). Since, by Lemma 4.3, h E B, we may define the 
l-parameter family of maps G,: B -+ B by G,(f) =f- Q,(f) - h. 
Suppose that u is a solution of G,(u) = 0 which satisfies sup, 1 u 1 < f/t. 
The geometric significance of u is that it is a harmonic map from M to 
B,,(O) with the metric h,,( ty) dyP dy”. Moreover, u is equal to 4 on S( co). 
We shall apply the degree theory of Leray-Schauder to G,, f E [0, 11. In 
order to do so, we must first show that a,: B-+ B is 
tE CO, 11. On compact domains this is a straightforward 
Ascoli-ArzelA theorem an d the estimate ( 4.10). In our n 
tion we need the followin g variant of the As&i-Arzel A 
compact for each 
application of the 
on-compact situa- 
theorem: let F be 
a bounded (in the sup norm) family of continuous functions on a complete, 
non-compact manifold M. If, for each I > 0, there exists a compact subset 
KE of M such that 
(i) 1 f( x)1 < E for all x # Kc and for all& 9, 
(ii) F is an equicontinuous family on KE, 
then F is precompact in CO(M) with the sup norm topology. The estimate 
(4.10) allows us to apply the above variant of the Ascoli-ArzelB theorem 
in order to prove the compactness of eE. The details are easy and shall be 
omitted. 
We now let E be the open subset of B defined by E = (f~ B I sup, ) f 1 < f, 
sup, ef1’2J6r 1 df 1 < C,(Q) - 1’2 + I>, where C7 and Ck are as in (4.6) and (2.5), 
respectively. What remains to be shown to establish that deg(G,, E, 0) is 
defined for all t E [0, 1 ] is that, if u E E ( = closure of E in B) is any solution 
of G,(u) = 0, then u E E. But, as remarked earlier, such a solution is a 
harmonic map from 1M to B,(O) with the metric h,,,(ty) dyP dy”. Therefore, 
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(u/’ = [p,(u, O)]’ is subharmonic (cf. (4.8)). (Of course, p, is the geodesic 
distance with respect to the metric h,,,(ty) dy” dy”.) By the maximum 
principle, sup, 1 u 1 < supsca, I u ( = SUP~(~, (4 1 < r < ?. Moreover, by (4.6) 
and (2.5) sup,,,, e (‘!2)hr 1 du ( < c,(c, ‘I2 Therefore, u E E and deg(G,, E, 0) is .
defined for all t E [0, 11. 
By the homotopy invariance of degree, we have that deg(G,, E, 0) = 
deg(G,, E, 0) = 1. The last equality holds because G, = identity-h, where h 
belongs to E. Therefore, there exists a solution of G,(u) = 0, which is the 
harmonic map we have been hunting. The uniqueness of u may be 
established by the technique in [JaK]. The estimates (i) and (ii) in the 
statement in Theorem 4.1 follow from Lemmas 4.4 and 4.5. The proof of 
Theorem 4.1 is now complete. 
We wish to extend Theorem 4.1 to the case of continuous boundary data. 
More specifically we wish to prove: 
THEOREM 4.7. Let M be a complete, simply connected Riemannian 
mantfold whose sectional curvatures K, satisfy - b2 6 K, 6 - a2 < 0 and let 
B,(p) be as defined in the Introduction. Given 4 E C’(S(co), B,(p)), there 
exists a unique, smooth harmonic map u: M + B,(p) which is continuous on 
M v S( co) and equal to 4 on S( CD). Moreover, the energy density 
e(u)(x) -+ 0 as x + S( ~0). 
The proof of Theorem 4.7 rests on the following two observations: 
(i) Lemma 3.1 is still valid if we let R = M, 8Q = S( 00). 
(ii) if U: M-r B,(p) is a harmonic map which extends continuously 
to Mu S( co) and for which e(u)(x) + 0 as x + S( co), then there exists a 
constant C,,, which depends only on m, b, and the geometry of B,(p) such 
that 
e(u)(x) 6 C,,(v(x) - 4 I h(x)/‘)“’ (4.13) 
for all x E M and where v and h are as in Lemma 3.1. 
The proof of (4.13) is exactly the same as that for (4.9) except that we 
replace (cash 6r))’ by v - $ ) h 1’. 
We now give the 
Proof of Theorem 4.7. Let (4”) b e a sequence of Holder continuous 
functions converging uniformly to 4 in C’(S(cc), B,(p)). Let {un} be the 
corresponding sequence of harmonic maps constructed in Theorem 4.1. The 
a priori estimates in [GH] and observation (i) allow us to argue as in the 
proof of Theorem 3.2 to conclude that there exists a subsequence of { un} 
which converges uniformly in C2 on compact subsets of M to a harmonic 
map u which is continuous on A and equal to 4 on S( cc ). 
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By (4.13), e(u,)(x) < C,,(u,(x) - & 1 h,(x)1’)“*. The uniform convergence 
of {v,,} to u and of {h,} to h on A and the uniform C2 convergence 
of {un} to 24 on compact subsets of M imply that e(u)(x) Q 
C,,(u(x) - 4 1 h(x)1*)“‘. This completes the proof of Theorem 4.7. 
5. FATOU'S THEOREM FOR HARMONIC MAPS INTO CONVEX BALLS 
In this section we shall extend the classical theorem of Fatou for har- 
monic functions to harmonic maps into convex balls. Our main result reads 
as 
THEOREM 5.1. Suppose that u : Sz + B,(p) is a harmonic map, where 
i?,(p) is as defined in the Introduction and Sz is either (i) a complete, simply 
connected Riemannian manifold whose sectional curvatures K, satisfy 
-b* < Kob -a2 ~0, or (ii) a bounded Lipschitz domain contained in the 
interior of a complete Riemannian mantfold. Then u has the Fatou property, 
that is, for almost every Q E 852 with respect to the harmonic measure on 852, 
lim x _ o u(x) exists whenever x + Q non-tangentially. 
We shall divide the proof of this theorem into two parts: the first part, 
Section 5, will contain the proof in the case of a complete, simply con- 
nected Riemannian manifold, and the second part, Section 6, will contain 
the proof in the case of bounded Lipschitz domains. Both proofs are very 
similar in nature. 
Remark 5.1. In case (ii) of Theorem 5.1 we shall only assume that the 
metric in the domain manifold is of class Cl. 
Complete Manifolds of Negative Curvatures 
In this section Q will denote a complete, simply connected Riemannian 
manifold whose sectional curvatures K, satisfy - b* 6 K, - a2. 
We start by recalling the notion of harmonic measure. 
Harmonic Measure. The harmonic measure wX at XEQ is the unique 
positive Bore1 measure on S( co), of total mass 1, such that 
(Hf)(x) = S,,,,f (Q) dw”(Q) 
for f~ C”(S( co)), where Hf is the unique harmonic function on Q with 
boundary values f: It follows from the Harnack inequality ((2.6) in 
[AdSc]) that ox1 and ox2 are mutually absolutely continuous for 
x1, x2 E Q. We shall now fix an origin q E Q and write 04. 
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We recall the definition of non-tangential convergence. 
Non-tangential Conuergence. Let yQ : W + i2 be a geodesic ray in 52 
asymptotic to Q E S( GO) with ~~(0) = q. Then, a non-tangential cone TJ at 
Q is a domain of the form 
A domain D c M is called a non-tangential domain at Q if D n S( 00 ) = Q 
and, in some neighborhood of Q E 0, D is containe in a non-tangential 
cone at Q. 
A function u on !Z2 has non-tangential imit 1, at Q E S( 00) if for every 
non-tangential domain D at Q, 
lim u(x) = L, 
.Y + Q 
.Y E n 
with respect to the cone topology. 
We shall now introduce a notion of limits which is the analogue to the 
notion of e-radial limits of Dahlberg [D, 2 J in Lipschitz domains. 
Radial Limits. Lete:S(co)-+S”-’ be non-tangential in the sense that, 
for each QES(~), E,(te(Q)@Td(Q) for some d>O and all c<t< 1, 
where c > 0. A map U: Q -+ R is said to have e-radial limits equal to 
Q: S( co) --+ IF! almost everywhere with respect to harmonic measure UP, 
if e is non-tangential and Lipschitz and my almost every Q E S( ao), 
lirnfr 1 u( E,( te( Q))) = 4(Q). (E, was defmed in Section 4.) 
Remark 5.2. There are plenty of maps e : S( 00) + S”- ’ which are 
Lipschitz and non-tangential. For example, E,( tE; ‘(Q)) = exp,( ([( 1 lI ) 
tE,l(Q)) = Y&(I t I )L c<t<l, c>O, q&, where yQ is the geodesic ray 
in Q asymptotic to Q E S(m) with ye(O) = qm 
Throughout Section 5, G( ., .) > 0 will denote the Green’s function of d in 
C? which is positive and harmonic. The following lemma is one of the main 
tools needed for the proof of Theorem 5.1 (i). 
LEMMA 5.2. Let f~ L”(Q) be such that, for each ~~52, f(z) G(x, Z)E 
L 1 (a), where Q is a complete, simply connected Riemannian manifold of 
dimension m, whose sectional curvatures Kn satisfy - b2 < KG < - a2 < 0. 
Let e be rhe radial map of Remark 5.2 and Gf the Green’s potential 
Then Gf has e-radial limits equal to zero. 
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Remark 5.3. We remark that the proofs of Lemmas 5.2 and 6.1 are 
different from that of Dahlberg and Wu. The essential reason being that in 
[D, 2; Wu] the underlying Euclidean geometry of a bounded Lipschitz 
domain in R” is used in an essential manner, for example, the fact that the 
harmonic measure is absolutely continuous with respect to the natural 
surface measure. This is not true in general; see, for example, Caffarelli 
et al. [Ca-Fa-Ke]. 
The proof of Lemma 5.2 requires the preliminary Lemmas 5.4 and 5.5 
below. In proving these lemmas as well as 5.2 we shall make use of a 
certain system of neighborhoods of points at infmity that is based on 
Lemmas 6.1 and 7.4 in [AdSc] and which we now recall fur convenience 
of the reader. 
LEMMA 5.3 (Lemma 6,l in [Ad%] ). There exist positive constants TI 
and T2, depending only on m, a, and b such that if tl < t + T, and 
t2> t+ T2, then 
(See Section 4 for the definitions of the COYE~S C,(y, %).) 
Remark. It is not necessarily true that 
We now set 
C,(Q) = CyQ~&~ OL d,(Q)=Ct(Qb-44 62) 
and ti = i&, in N and T, as in Lemma 5.3. Then, the properties (5.3 j(5.7) 
below hold 
i‘l Cl(Q) = Q; (53 
i= 1 
if ti < t < ti+ 1, 
then C,,+,(Q) c C,(Q) c cti+lCQ>; (54) l 
where 6 depends only on m, ~1, and b; u-5 ) 
there exist R. that depend only on m, a, and b so that 
(Doubling Condition; Lemma 7.4 in [Ad%] ) 
where C depends only on m, a, and 6. 
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LEMMA 5.4. d-almost every Q E S( cc ) 
1 
lim sup J G(O, Y) 44~) = 0, i- 4 m o”(dr@)) C,(Q) 
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(5.8) 
where p is a positive Bore1 measure on 52. 
Proqfi Consider E > 0 and the set 
We shall show oy(K,) =O. For QE K, there exists a subsequence {si} of 
{ ti}, si -+ a3 so that 
By Vitali’s covering argument there is a disjoint family C, (Qi) with 
and 
J G(O, Y) 44~) 3 t: ~Y(d,,(Q,)) C,(Q,) 2 
Kcc fi d.r,(QA 
i=l 
where 0 < CI < $ depends only on m, a, and b. Furthermore by (5.7) 
oy(d,,g(Qi)) G CN4,(QA 
so 
and 
w4(K,) ,< 1c 
E J uc (Q) WA Y) 44~). ‘l ’ 
But it is clear we may select rls SO that u C,(Qi) = R\B,(r) and 
J 0, Y 1 4.4~ 16 WC R\&/(r) 
MO!99 2-7 
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for a given I> 0, so cY(K,.) d E; and since I> 0 is arbitrary, it follows that 
oq K,) = 0. 
The following lemma relates harmonic measure and the Green function. 
This type of relation is well known for bounded domains (see, for instance, 
(4.8) [JnKg] or Lemma 6.3 of this paper). 
LEMMA 5.5. oq(Af(Q)) z G(0, ya(t)) for t large and all Q E S(a). 
Proof: Let {til be the sequence with the properties (5.2)-(5.7). Let i be 
so that ~~<t<t~+~ and consider the cone of angle 71/4 at ye(ti- L) with 
respect to the ray ye(liB1)O. Then by the comparison principle (see 
Theorem 5.1 [AdSc], and Theorem 2 [AC]) applied to w”(d ,( Q)) and 
Gk ~~(4) we get 
o'Q'"-"(d,(Q)) o‘Td,(Q)) 
" G(Y&- IL Y&H ' G(O> Y&N "I 
o'Q"'-l)(d,(Q)) 
WY&- 11, ~~0)) (5-9) 
where C,, C, depend only on Sz, a, b. It follows from the facts that 
w’Q”t-“(d,(Q))< 1, C, I~-y\~~~fG(.x,y)<C~ j~-yl~~~ if (x-y1 d 
2R0 (see (5.6)), where Cd, C3 depend only on m, a, b, that 
w'(d,(Q)) 6 CSW, Y&N, (5.10) 
where C5 depends only on m, a, and b. 
To show the reverse inequality we observe that by (5.4) 
CD”‘-“(Al(Q)) > oYQ(“-~)(A,,+,(Q)). (5.11) 
Then by (5.5) uY@(“+*) d ( ,,+,(Q)) k 6 > 0, where 6 depends only on m, a, 
and b. So the Harnack inequality (see (2.6) in [AdSc]) applied to 
44 = ~"kf,,+,(Q)) gives 
w’Q”l-“(~,,+,(Q)) > 6, > 0, (5.12) 
where as before 6, depends only on m, a, and b. It follows from 
(5.1Ob(5.12) that 
oYd,(Q)) 2 GW, am), (5.13) 
where C, depends only on m, a, and 6. Equations (5.10) and (5.13) are 
precisely the inequalities of the lemma. 
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Remark 5.4. In the proof of Lemma 5.2 we shall further need to select 
a subsequence {ti,ljEN from (ti} so that 
4dii-i,,,<C, for all j, (5.14) 
where C, depends only on the geometry and 
(5.15) 
This subsequence exists because of Corollary 4.2 in [AdSc]; more 
specifically, use formula (7.4) in [ AdSc] which is a consequence of 
Corollary (4.2) in [AdSc], (5.6), and Lemma 5.5. 
Proof of Lemma 5.2. Because of Remark 5.2 it suffices to show that for 
oy almost every Q E S( co) lim,, ~ Gf(y,(t)) =O. Select now Q so that 
Lemma 5.4 holds; hence, given E > 0 there exists r0 so that for all r 2 r0 
i, c (p) I f(~)l W-4 Y) 4 G&Ew‘Y~,(Q)). (5.16) 
We next assume that t is large so that ho E C,,(Q) for r1 B ro. We also 
select 7’,, C,, C, depending only on the geometry so that 
G G WY&r0 + TO), rQ(r,)) 5 G. (5.17) 
This is possible because of the Harnack inequality C(2.6) in [AdSc]). We 
now use the comparison theorem (see [AdSc], Theorem 5.1, and [AC] 
Theorem 2) with G( ., ho) and G( ., ya(ro + To)) to obtain 
G(Y, Y&N < c G(Y, Ya(ro + To)) 
G(y&o), YQ(~)) 
-. 10 
G(yp(roL yQ(ro + To) 
(5.18) 
for all y E sZ\C,(Q), and Cl0 depends only on the geometry. But we have 
j R I f( VII G( Y, yQ(ro + To)) do, d C 
G(yQ(ro), ~~(21) -+ 0 as t-+cO. (5.19b) 
It follows from (5.17)-(5.19) that 
lim 
‘- cr2 s Q\c;,(Q) 
I f(.~)l G(Y, v&N &v = 0. (5.20) 
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We shall divide C,(Q) into three regions 
BR(YQ(f)), Cr(Q)\4d~&h Cr,(Q)\Cr(Qh 
where r & r. (it will be defined in (5.22)). It follows from the facts that 
C,I~-y~(t)l~“‘+~~G(x,y~(t))~C~ I~-y~(t)l--~+~ 
if I x-yp(t)l f 2R, (see (5.6)) and that there exists R so that 
where C,, C,, R,, R depend only on the geometry. Suppose now that 
ti,+2<t<ti,+3 and select 
r=t ‘I ’ (5.22) 
where { ti,} is the subsequence with the properties (5.2)-(5.7) and (5.14) 
and (5.15). 
We observe that by the Harnack inequality we have 
G(z, Y&N G Cl, 
G(z, 0) 
G(y&), 0)’ 
‘7 E w&k?W)’ (5.23) 
where C,, depends only on the geometry. Hence by the maximum principle 
we have that (5.23) holds if z E Q\B,,,,(yQ(t)). It follows from Lemma 5.5, 
the selection of t and r, (5.4), and (5.7) that 
Since we may assume that R, is proportional to R in (5.21) we have from 
(5.23) that 
i If(.~)l WY, r&l) dv, G C12~ CdQ)\&Q(YQ(‘)) 
where C,,>O depend only on the geometry. 
We shall finally consider C,(Q)\C,(Q). Let 
(5.24) 
R, = Ct,kJQ)\C,,k(Q)> k<j 
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(recall r = f,.). Suppose YE R,, and suppose z~aB~~~(y~(f,~+ ,)). By the 
Harnack inequality 
G(z, YQ(~;,+ 1)) G C,, 
C(z, 0) 
G(Y,(~, + I)> 0) 
(5.25) 
for ZE i?BRo,l(yQ(tii+ ,)) (see (5.6) for a definition of R,). Hence by the 
maximum principle (5.25) holds if z~R\B~~,,(yo(t,,+ ,)). In particular, if 
we set z = y and use Lemma 5.5 and (5.7) we obtain 
G( tt ~~(tik + I1) G CM 
(30, Y) 
W4,1(QH' 
(5.26) 
where C,4 depends only on the geometry. We then use the comparison 
principle applied to the functions G( y, l ) and G(0, l ) on the cone 
C,,k+,(Q) and get 
G(Y, YQ(~)) G C,,G(Y, YQ(~,,+ 11) G(O 
1 Q rrfl))’ 
y (t 
Hence from Lemma 5.5, (5.26), and the Harnack inequality we obtain 
WY, YQ@)) G CM 
o"M(Q)) G(O, Y) y E R, 
w"U,,(Q))' I!. ' 
kdj, 
where C,s, C,6 depend only on the geometry. It follows from the Harnack 
inequality (5.14) and the fact that fjif2< t d tj,+3 that 
G(Y> YQb)) 6 c,, 
~"M4(Q)) 
o"(&(Q)) ~~k'r,~(Q))' 
k Gj, (5.27) 
where C,, depends only on the geometry, that is C,, is independent of k. 
so 
I= s G(Y, YQ@))l f(Y)1 +, Cr,(Q):C,,,(P) 
<$, j,,, G(Y, Y~(f))l f(y)1 du,., 
wherej,=max{l: C,,(Q)cC,,(Q)}. By (5.15), (5.16), and (5.27) we get 
zdC,*&(l+(~)+ ..‘+(+)‘-‘0)<C,& (5.28) 
where Cl8 depends only on the geometry. 
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We now observe that E > 0 is arbitrary, that is, given a smaller E > 0, we 
can select a larger r0 so that (5.16) holds. We then repeat the analysis 
above and we observe that the constants C’s and R depend only on the 
geometry and not on the position of rO, r, . . . . etc. Hence from (5.20) (5.21) 
(5.24), and (5.28) we obtain the lemma. 
Proof of Theorem 5.1 (i). Let (SZj},E N be an exhaustion of D by smooth 
bounded domains. It follows from (4.8) and the fact that (u/ <r, that 
jn, e(u)(y) Gj(x, v) do, < c, where G, ( ., ) > 0 is the Green’s function 
of aj and c is a constant independent of j. Clearly, for each XE Sz, 
@(4(.4 Gj(X, Y) ),, N is the non-decreasing sequence of non-negative 
functions in L’(Q). Hence, by the monotone convergence theorem, 
e(u)(y) G(x, y) E L’(Q) for each XE s2, ( f;,(u(y)) g”(y)((&P/az’)(&Y/azk)) 
G(x, u)l E L’(a). But Au”(x) = -f~,(u(x))gik(x)((aus/ax’)(au7/ax”)) and, 
therefore, we may define harmonic functions (h’, . . . . h”} by h”(x) = u’(x) + 
jn AU”(Y) G(x, Y) do,. Since each h” is bounded, there exist 4’, . . . . 4” E 
L”(S(co)) such that h”(x) = l13n d”(Q) K(x, Q) dd(Q), where K(x, Q) <O 
is the Poisson kernel. Moreover, h” has non-tangential imits equal to @, 
&-almost everywhere in S(co). (This is Theorem 7.6 in Anderson and 
Schoen [AdSc]). Therefore, since the density energy is uniformly bounded 
(this was proved by Giaquinta and Hildebrandt [GH] and Choi [Cl). By 
Lemma 5.2, U’ has e-radial limits equal to 4”, &-almost everywhere on 
S(co). In particular, 1~j2=C~=, (@)*<r’ and consequently IhI’= 
C: = 1 (ha)2 < 22. This allows us to consider the function $ used in 
Lemma 3.1. On setting u(x) = i js(3cj K(x, Q)ld 1’ (Q) dwy we obtain, by 
(3.9), that Y = $ - c2(u - i I h I’) is subharmonic with zero e-radial limits. 
Now set !Z?,= {~~n:p(y)<t,}, tj+ co. If uEO,, then 
WKJ Kj(X, Q) g,(Q) $j(Q) do”(Q), 
S(m) 
where Kj is the Poisson kernel in nj, gj(Q) is the Radon-Nikodym derivative 
d~~(Q)ld~‘(Q), and fJ’jui(Q)=YuCV,Crj)). But IE(,(X, Q)gj(Q) Yj(Q)l Gc, 
lim, _ o. Kj(x, Q)gj(Q)=K(x, Q)limj,, yj(Q)=O, wY-almost every 
QeS(co). So Y<O; hence, $(u, h)<C2(u-$Ih)*) and the Fatou’s 
theorem follows from the one for harmonic functions. 
6. BOUNDED LIPSCHITZ DOMAINS IN COMPLETE RIEMANNIAN MANIFOLDS 
An open bounded set D c M, a complete Riemannian manifold, is called 
a Lipschitz domain if for each point Q E i?D, there exists a coordinate 
chart (B, $), where B is a ball with center at Q, $: B + B, c E2” is a 
C’-homeomorphism, and 
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Since by using this definition it is standard to obtain Theorem 5l(ii) 
from the results for uniformly elliptic operators in divergence form in a 
bounded domain Lipschitz domain D c R”, we shall restrict our attention 
to this last. 
A Lipschitz domain D is called starlike about P, if each ray eminating 
from P, intersects aD exactly once and if the local coordinate system 
associated with each Q E i?D may be taken with the y-axis along QP,. It is 
easy to see that if D is a Lipschitz domain, then for each Q E i?D we can 
choose the associated neighborhood N so that N n D is a starlike Lipschitz 
domain. Since Theorem 5l(ii) follows easily from the results in Nn D, we 
shall assume D c 172” is a starlike Lipschitz domain. 
We shall now consider solutions of elliptic equations in divergence form 
with non-smooth coefficients. Precisely we consider operators 
L= f Dt(afj(X)D,), 
i,j=l 
Di=$ 
I 
for which there exist positive numbers A and n such that for all x, 5 E R” 
The coefficients au(x) are assumed to be defined and measurable on R” 
with au(x) =a,(~). We will let ((1, /i) denote the class of operators L 
satisfying the above conditions for a fixed 2 and A. By a solution, U, of 
Lu =0 in D we mean a function u E L:,,(D) whose partial derivatives 
D,u E L:,,(D) and 
,,!, S,, aq(x) DjU(x) Di’(x) dx = O 
for all 4 E C:(D). A fundamental result of Di-Giorgi and Nash ([GlT] 
Sections 8.8 and 8.9) asserts that any solution of Lu = 0 in D is Holder 
continuous up to the boundary, since D is a bounded Lipschitz domain. 
We next consider the bounded linear functional C(dD) + IR, g --) u(x), 
where Lu = 0, u = g on aD. Therefore there exists a Bore1 measure 02 on 
aD such that 
u(x) = I a. g(Q) d%(Q), 
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where w’;. is called the harmonic measure associated with L and D. It 
follows from the Moser’s Harnack inequality [GlT, Theorem 8.201 that for 
any x,, x2 ED the measures 0: and 0.2 are mutually absolutely con- 
tinuous; so to say a set E c aD has L-harmonic measure zero means 
w?(E) = 0 for some x0 E D. Hence, oT( E) = 0 for every x E D. As men- 
tioned in Remark 5.3, not even a ball o: and the natural surface measure 
are absolutely continuous. (See [CapFa-Ke].) 
Radial Maps and Non-tangential Convergence. Let D be a Lipschitz 
domain in [w” and let e : aD H S” -- ’ be non-tangential in the sense that for 
every Q E aD there is an open truncated circular cone r(Q) with vertex at 
Q and axis of symmetry equal to e(Q) such that r(Q) c D. A map 
u : D H IR is said to have e-radial limits equal to 4 : aD H (w almost 
everywhere with respect o harmonic measure ruta on i3D if e is non-tangen- 
tial and Lipschitz and for almost every Q E aD, lim,l, u(Q + te(Q)) = 4(Q). 
The map u has non-tangential imits 4 if for every truncated circular cone 
T(Q)cD with vertex at Q, lim,,ou(x)=&Q) with x~r(Q), almost 
every Q E aD with respect to wz”. 
Remark 6.1. (i) On a starlike bounded Lipschitz domain with respect - - 
to P,,, e : dD H S” - ‘, e(Q) = P, Q/II P, Q 11, is a Lipschitz radial map. 
(ii) In general, maps may have e-radial limits but not have non- 
tangential limits (Theorem 2 in [D,2]; Example 6.5 in [Wi]). 
The following lemma is one of the main tools needed for the proof of 
Theorem 5.1 (ii). We shall assume D is a starlike bounded Lipschitz 
domain c i&Y”, d(x) is the distance from x to the boundary of D, and 
G( ., .) > 0 will denote the Green’s function of L in D, which is positive and 
L-harmonic. 
LEMMA 6.1. Let f(x) be a measurable function in D so that 
d2(x)f (x) E L”(D) and for each XE D, f(x) G(x, z) E L’(D), where D is 
as above. Let e be the radial map of Remark 6.1(i) and Gf be the Green’s 
potential 
Gf (z) = j f(x) G(z, x) dx. 
D 
(6.1) 
Then G has e-radial limit zero. 
We shall next recall facts comparable to those in Lemmas 5.3 to 5.5. 
DEFINITION. A constant will be said to be dependent only on the 
geometry if it only depends on m, 2, A, and the Lipschitz character of D. 
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From the fact that D is a bounded Lipschitz domain it follows that for 
every Q E aD there exists yO and s > 1 that depend only on the geometry 
such that for Q= (x,, 4(x,)), r<r,, the cylinder 
~(Q,r,~r)={(~,t):I~-x~I<r,It-q5(x~)l<~rj 
has the properties 
~(Q,~,~~)nD={(x,t):I~--~I<~,lt-~(~~)l<~r,f>~(~)), 
~(Q,r,Sr)n([W”/~)=((x,t):Ix-x,I<r,/t-~(x,)I<sr,t<~(x)} 
We set V,.(Q)= (x,, q5(x0)+r) and call V,(Q) the center of the cylinder 
$(Q, r, ST). 
LEMMA 6.2 (Comparison principle, see Theorem 1.4 [Ca-FaaMo-So] ). 
Consider the cylinders A, = $(Q, 4r, 4sr), A, = $(Q, r, sr). Assume u and v 
are two positive solutions of Lw = 0, u, v E H1,2(A1) n C’(A,), u = v = 0 on 
A, n aD. Then 
1 4x1 -- d 4 v,(Q)) < c u(x) 
C, 4x1 v( v,(Q)) ’ ’ 4x1 
,for XE A,, (6.2) 
where C, is a constant that depends only on the geometry. 
For QcaD we set 
d,(Q) = B,(Q) n D. (6.3) 
We then have the following lemmas. 
LEMMA 6.3. There exists a positive number C2 > 0 depending only on the 
geometry so that for r d r,/3 and all x E D I $(Q, 3r, 3sr) 
1 
-rr”-2G(V,(Q),x)<o~(A,(Q))<Cc,r”P2G(Vr(Q),x). 
C2 
(6.4) 
LEMMA 6.4. There exists C, > 0 depending only on the geometry so that 
for r<r,/3,xEDI$(Q, 3r, 3sr) 
w;(dzr(Q)) G C,w;(d,(Q)). (6.5) 
(See [Ca-Fa-Mo-Sa] Lemma 2.2 and Theorem 2.3, respectively.) 
LEMMA 6.5. Let D be a starlike bounded Lipschitz domain in W’ with 
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respect to an origin 0. Then there is 0 < c < i depending only on the geometry 
so that 
G(( vcr(Q)> 0) 6 fW',(Q)> 0) 
for QE~D, r dr,/4. 
Proof.. The letter capital C with subscript will be used to denote several 
constants that depend only on the geometry. We first recall that it follows 
from the Harnack principle at the boundary, G(x, 0) < C4G( V,(Q), 0), 
x E $(Q, r, rs), where 4r 6 r,, (cf. [Ca-Fa-MO-Sal, Theorem 1.1). Let 
0 <h < 1 be the L-harmonic function with continuous boundary values so 
that h = 0 on i&Q, r/2, sr/2) n aD, f < h < 1 on (I&Q, 4r, 4sr)\$(Q, r, sr)) n 
aD, h = 1 on alc/(Q, 4r, 4sr) A D. It is easy to show (by contradiction, 
for example) that all such harmonic functions have the property that 
h > Cs in $(Q, 4r, 4sr)\$(Q, r, sr). So by the maximum principle G(x, 0) < 
C,h(x) G( V,(Q), 0) if x E $(Q, r, sr). Hence it follows from the 
Holder continuity up to the boundary of Di-Giorgi-Nash-Moser (see 
[GlT], Theorem 8.27) that G(x, 0) < C,d(x, aD)’ G( V,(Q) 0) 0 < c( < 1, 
x E +(Q, r, rs) n B(Q, r/8). This implies the lemma. 
LEMMA 6.6. Let D be as in Lemma 6.5. Then oi-almost every Q E dD 
lim sup 0 
1 
s G(Y, 0) 44.v) = 0, r-t0 w,Vr(Q)) i(Q,rssr) 
(6.6) 
where p is a positive Bore1 measure in D. 
The proof of this fact is the same as the proof of Lemma 5.4. 
Proof of Lemma 6.1. We shall show that Gf(te(Q)) + 0 as t --+ 1, 
ot-almost every Q E aD, where e is the radial map of Remark 6.1(i) and 
Ge(Q) = 0. Suppose Q satisfies Lemma 6.6. Then given E > 0 there exists so 
so that 
where so < ro/4 (r. as in Lemma 6.3). Assume next that te(Q) = V,(Q) E 
$(Q, r, sr) with r < so/10 ‘O” On the other hand it follows from the Harnack . 
inequality 
(6.8) 
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where C8 depends only on the geometry. We now use the comparison 
principle with G( ., V,,,,(Q)), G( ., te(Q)) in the region D\\CI(Q, sO, ssO) to 
get 
G(Y, MQ)) < c G( ~,,,,(Q)~ MQ)) 
G(Y> Y,,,(Q)) ’ 9 G(v.s,(Qh K,,,(Q))’ 
(6.9) 
YE D\t,b(Q, sO, ssO) and with C,, >O a constant that depends only on the 
geometry. But 
5 I .I”(Y)I WY> Co,,(Q) dy 6 C,o D
(6.10) 
G(J’JQ), MQ)) ++ 0 as t-, 1. 
It follows from (6.8)-(6.10) that 
lim s IS(Y)IG(Y, MQ))&=O. (6.11) f--r 1 D\~(Q,so,.wo) 
We shall next divide ti(Q, s,,, ss,,) into three regions B = B,,,,,Q,,(te(Q)), 
ti(Q, r, sr)\B. $(Q> so, sso)\$(Q> r, ST), where N will be selected depending 
only on the geometry. 
Since there exists C1, > 1 depending only on the geometry so that 
$ Ix-fe(QK (mp2)<G(x, te(Q))<C,, Ix-te(Q)lpcmp2) 
11 
if IX- te(Q)l 6 $d(te(Q)),f(x) ~*(x)EL~(D)EL~(D), it follows that there 
exists 0 < o! < 4 that depends only on the geometry so that 
s I f(y)1 WY, MQ)) dy 6 403. (6.12) B~,rP,O)) 
By the Harnack inequality and the fact that [e(Q)= Vr(Q) (by definition) 
(6.13) 
for zedB &(v,(Q))( V,(Q)) with Cl1 depending only on the geometry. Hence 
by the maximum principle, (6.13) holds if ZE D\(B,,,,,,,( VJQ)) = B). 
By Lemma 6.3 
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SO 
G(z, 0) 
and therefore (from (6.7) and (6.14)) 
s I f(y)1 G(Y, v,(Q)) dy d CIA $L(Q,r..sr)\B 
(6.14) 
(6.15) 
where B = B ord(V,(QJJ(Vr(Q)) and C,,, C,4, and CL5 are constants that 
depend only on the geometry. 
We shall finally consider $(Q, s,,, ss,)\$(Q, r, sr). We divide this region 
into the following: 
Rk = Ic/(Q, q,ck, s,#s)\$(Q, sock+‘, s,#+ ‘s), k=O, l)...) j,+ 1, 
where c is the constant of Lemma 6.5 and j, is defined by 
S@+ ’ s cJO+2 
r-c- 
0 
4 ’ 
~ < r. 
4 
SuPPose YE&, ZEa(Bad(~,0,.k+2(~))(~.sO~k+2(Q))=Bk+2). 
By the Harnack inequality, 
for .zEaBk+2. Hence by the maximum principle the inequality holds for 
z E D\Bk + *. In particular, if we set z = y and use Lemma 6.3, we get 
G(Y> V,,,+4Q)) d Cl, WY, 0) 
~%fs,,ct +2(Q))’ 
(6.17) 
where C,6 and C,, in (6.16) and (6.17) are constants that depend only on 
the geometry. 
Then use the comparison principle with G( ., y) and G( ., 0) in the cylin- 
ders A,= $(Q, sock+‘, So?+%), A, = $(Q, 4sock+*, 4sock+*s) to get 
G( vr(Q), 0) 
G(vr(Q), Y) 6 C,,G(f’s,,ck+4Q), Y) G(V,vo,,t+2(Q) o). (6.18) 9 
Hence from (6.17) and the doubling condition (6.4) we obtain 
G( v,(Q), Y) d Cw WA Y 1 G( v,(Q), 0) dk’,,+(QN G( v,,,.~+4Q), 0)’ 
(6.19) 
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where, as before, the constants C,, and C,, depend only on the geometry. 
Then set 
to obtain from (6.7) that 
“+I G(j’,(Q)> 0) I<C,,E c k=o G(~.y,L.~+dQ), 0)’ 
where CzO > 0 depends only on the geometry. Using Lemma 6.5 we obtain 
the lemma. 
To conclude the proof we observe that it follows from the a priori 
gradient estimate of Giaquinta and Hildebrandt [GH, Sect. 6 and 71 that 
the density energy of the harmonic map satisfies 
d2b) 44x)) d c,, , 
where C,r > 0 depends only on the geometry. The rest of the proof is the 
same as Theorem 5.1(i). We recall that the Fatou’s theorem for L-harmonic 
functions was proved in [Ca-Fa-MO-Sal. 
Remark 6.2. If the coefficients ak’ of the uniformly elliptic operator L 
are sufficiently smooth, then the harmonic measure is absolutely con- 
tinuous with respect to surface measure. Therefore, the harmonic map u 
achieved its boundary values non-tangentially almost everywhere with 
respect to surface measures (see [D,l ] where the absolute continuity of 
both measures is proved in the case of the Laplacian). 
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